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Tree, a six-foot-three-inch twelve-year-old, copes with his parents' recent divorce and his failure as

an athlete by helping his grandfather, a Vietnam vet and recent amputee, and Sophie, a new girl at

school.
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Stand tall! Standing tall is a metaphor for sticking up for yourself and not letting things such as

words hurt you. This book Stand Tall has an amazing message. It shows what happens when

people are self-conscious. Then at the same time it shows how the area that you're self-conscious

about is a positive feature. It also shows that if you let words or actions get to you then you'll never

be happy. I think that the author, Joan Bauer, really captures the character, Tree, Because she

seemed very connected to him. Tree was a seventh grader that had some height self-conscious

issues. He also had many other issues to deal with during the duration of this book. He seems to not

have many friends too. The good things about this book are that Joan was able to have several

conflicts going with Tree, but keep them all under control. When he went through very hard times

such as when his grandpa needed help with his leg he seemed to struggle until he met a girl named

Sophie who seemed to know how to help. She was a strong character that knew what sticking up



was all about. Sophie also went through tough times, but had already learned about letting things

get to you and how that can really mess up your life. She helped Tree understand that no ones life

is perfect and that there are hard times, amazing times, okay times, and many others. This book has

good quality writing for a teenage book. This book is easy to read because it's about a teenager so

it doesn't use complicated words. The good part about that is that you get to focus a lot on the story.

Stand Tall is not a slow reader. It seems very climactic so that you want to keep reading it. Almost

every chapter something happens that changes Tree's life in a way.
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